C2P Los Angeles Coalition
Care & Testing Subcommittee
October 16, 2012
AIDS Project Los Angeles

Meeting Minutes
In attendance:

CHAIR: Grissel Granados
Lenee Richards – PPLA
Patricia Wallace - DHSP

AGENDA
Introductions
Participants introduced selves and agencies.
I.

Announcements and External Meeting Updates

-

II.

C2P Updates

III.

Still in the process of doing evaluations.
Are going out to venues and surveying youth, waiting on scheduling for Magnum.

Mobile Testing Unit Task Force

-

IV.

The Prevention Planning Committee (PPC) and the Commission had a joint meeting
on October 11, 2012 to discuss the possibility of merging the bodies. It was decided
that this is something that the bodies will move forward. The current working group
that is focusing on the joint plan will take on the task of detailing how this merger
will happen and what it will entail.

D. Rivas will look into dates that work for Paulina Zamudio from DHSP to set up the
first MTU meeting
The MTU request form was sent out to the MTU providers to get any last minute
feedback before it gets sent out the county and the community.

Youth Case Management
- Two meetings have taken place already to work on the recommendations to be

submitted to the county. CHLA, AltaMed, LAGLC, and Bienestar have participated in
these meetings. So far the group established roles and went over the differences
between TYCM and MCC and how both contracts can work together once MCC is
rolled out. In the next meetings there will be further discussion on a proposed
outline.
V.

Open SCOs

-

VI.

Some of the open SCOs were reviewed with the group. There was discussion with L.
Richards from PPLA to see what are some potential SCOs that can be identified at
PPLA around youth and male friendliness in the clinics. There is also an open SCO
with PPLA that L. Richards will be able to take on and work to accomplish.

Wrap Up/Conclusion

